WeGrow – Grow with us!

Timber Plantation Manager & Consultant (Trainee)

Duration: 2 years  
Location: Spain and Germany  
Entry date: 01.10.2018

New challenges require new ways. Move these ways with us and become a part of the European market leader of sustainable Kiri-wood production. We are developing and realizing Kiri-cultivation projects for sustainable wood production. Our actual focus are regions in Spain and South Europe.

The point of interest of our Kiri-plantations is the consistent connection between economy and ecology. Our special expertise includes the production of Kiri plants (Paulownia) in laboratories and greenhouses, the expertly and careful location selection, as well as the professional planning and management of the sustainable timber plantations.

Your tasks:
- Planning, coordinating, executing and monitoring of plantation-cultivation
- Subdue new location for plantations
- Supervise planning and construction of automated irrigation systems
- Analysis and improvement of working process (cultivation, fertilization, weed control, etc.)
- Extension of the operational Quality-Management-System
- Grow to a prospective plantation manager and consultant within 2 years

Your professional profile:
- Finished studies in the sector of agriculture
- Work experience in agricultural sector
- Fluent English and Spanish or Italian in speaking and writing
- Driving Licence

Your personal profile:
- High motivation
- Good organising ability
- Systematic working
- Authority and negotiating skills
- Businesslike thinking
- Flexibility and willingness to travel
- Conscientiousness and a high level of commitment

Contact:

Please apply online in English with your complete application including a cover letter, CV, references and your earliest possible starting date. Send your application to the following email-address: jobs@wegrow.de

For questions, do not hesitate to contact Mr. Peter Diessenbacher: +49 – (0)2156 484 98-12

We are looking forward to your application!

Status: 08.2018